
By purchasing The 2.5%: Small Group – Big Influence by Lida Hujić from 
www.tftk.info, you agree to the following Terms and Conditions: 

How will my payment be processed? 

We use Paypal. You don’t need a Paypal account to be able to purchase. If 
you don’t have a Paypal account, simply follow instructions as “guest” and 
provide your payment card details. You card details will be used securely for 
a one off payment. You will receive a confirmation and receipt, following your 
purchase. 

In what digital format will I receive my file? 

The file will be a PDF, according to outlined technical specifications. 

What is the PDF format? 

It is a common document type. There are very few computers, laptops and 
tablets that don't already have a PDF reader installed and most e-readers will 
read a PDF.  

How long will it take to receive my confirmation email? 

You will receive an automatic confirmation immediately after purchasing with a 
link to download your file. If not in your inbox, it’s worth checking the spam 
folder. There will be 3 download attempts to retrieve your file over the next 2 
weeks, following your purchase. 
 

Is your book subject to VAT? 

Yes, unfortunately (unlike traditional ‘printed’ books), digital books including 
PDFs will incur VAT. The VAT amount is added onto the price. In the UK, it is 
charged at 20%. 

I would like a refund, how do I get one? 

All sales are final. There are no returns or refunds. Please browse through 
descriptions and samples before purchasing. 

Can I share my digital products? 

You are not permitted under any circumstances to copy or redistribute any 
digital products downloaded from this website. A purchase must be made for 
every user who wishes to have a copy of the product. Anyone who does 
share or distribute products without prior written consent is committing theft 
and legal action will be taken. Each purchased file will be stamped as a way 
of protection from illegal file sharing.  



Can I print my PDF? 

We don't support any methods of printing your digital products. If you do, 
this must be for your own personal use and you are not permitted to share or 
distribute the books as stated above. 

Is the PDF interactive? 

Yes, the file contains hyperlinks that open up as websites, when clicked. The 
file also contains interactive Endnotes – they are indicated throughout the 
text. If the reader clicks on the note indicator in the text, they will 
automatically be redirected to its description, in the Endnotes section. 
Clicking on the number again, in the Endnotes, takes the reader back to the 
page in the manuscript, so that they can continue reading where they left it. 
You can use different view options to read: continuous scroll, single page 
view, two-page view and full screen or slide show. It is possible to zoom in 
and out to increase (or decrease) the manuscript view. 

The file is as interactive as the format allows, given the many types of readers 
from which readers will be accessing the file as well as operating systems. 
Unfortunately, there is no single standard when it comes to adding interactive 
features (although the file is PDF, one of the most widespread and accessible 
formats). The same interactive feature, say, on a Mac laptop may not work on 
another Mac laptop. What works on Mac may not translate to PC. Different 
tablets may have different functionalities and so on. This lack of consistency 
is to do with competing (hardware and software) manufacturers, not authors 
and book designers (who would wish nothing more than consistency and 
what’s best for people, who love reading).  

 

 

	


